Thoughts on Rafting the Canyon
by Susan Yim

When first approached to participate
in the “Right to Risk” project, which
documented a 15-day rafting journey
made by 8 physically disabled individuals
through the Grand Canyon, I jumped at the
chance. Not because of the philosophical
or political ramifications, not from a
public relations angle, and certainly not
out of a need to be part of an “inspiring”
story. I simply saw it as an opportunity to
go down the river and to feed my soul
again, as those who have experienced it
know, only a Grand Canyon trip can do.
The facts that my fellow rafters were also
disabled and that the entire expedition
would be recorded on film did not enter
into my decision whether or not to
become involved. In fact, to be honest,
I decided to go DESPITE these things. I
felt that the documentary`s aim was to
show some “brave, pioneering”, “Jerry`s
Kids”-types, and really did not want to
be associated with such a portrayal. I,
also, didn’t relish my intensely personal
communion with the Canyon being
interrupted by cameras.
But a river trip`s a river trip- no matter
the circumstances- and there`s nothing
like it.......I signed on in a minute!
This would be my 3rd river trip through
the Grand Canyon. I first discovered
whitewater rafting trips, offered by
the “River of Dreams” organization in
Arizona in 1997, through a small ad in
Sports & Spokes magazine- a publication
about
sports
and
recreational
opportunities for the disabled. The ad
boasted that they could accomodate
ANY disability.....”Haha”, I thought!,
“They probably mean like a slight limp
or a little deaf”. I am quadraplegic and
unable to speak- the result of a stroke
in 1981. But I applied for a 16-day trip
down the Colorado River anyway, and
was astonished to be ACCEPTED! A
friend came along as my personal care
attendant.
I`ve been totally hooked on the Grand
Canyon ever since that first trip, and go
to that part of the country from my home
in Baltimore whenever I get the chance.
The view from above- on the rim- reveals
a spectacular panorama, the majesty and

sheer magnitude of the Canyon (“Grand”
indeed!). The experience from below- on
the river- is more personal and, in my
opinion, more moving. There’s a lot of
time to think and reflect, surrounded by
huge stone walls, with only the sounds
of the oars kissing the water around your
raft and the songs of canyon wrens. And
camping on the sandy banks each nightsleeping under a canopy of more stars
than you ever thought could exist.
Anyway, I digress.....
Back to the “Right to Risk” tripTurned out to be a lot of fun (what
river trip isn’t?)- plus, my fellow rafters
were some incredible and (yes, I have
to use this word) inspiring people. 7
other disabled folks with impairments
including blindness, paraplegia, spina
bifida, cerebral palsy and multiple
sclerosis. Each of us was on this trip for a
different reason; each at a different place
on the continuum of adjusting to life
with a disability. The Canyon (the entire
experience, actually) worked its usual
magic, though- leveling the disabled and
the able-bodied and making families out
of strangers. Along the way, I watched
people becoming more accepting of
their DISABILITIES, more aware of their
ABILITIES, and just happier, more secure,
and more optimistic about their futures.
I`ve been on several other trips since.....
not only to the Grand Canyon but, also,
on cruises, trains, buses, planes.....
But taking that first rafting trip proved
to me the capability, and indeed the
RIGHT, of the disabled population to be
a full participant in life.
How important it is to keep these
Grand Canyon river trips available and
accessible to EVERYONE, so that all may
experience this same epiphany- the
realization that doing everything the
world has to offer reasserts your place in
humanity.
By refusing to accept society`s
expectations of what a disabled person
SHOULD be, and its limitations on what
a disabled person is capable of, I’ve been
able to create a satisfying and full life for
myself.
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HHS Honors People
Making a Difference
in the Lives of Persons
With Disabilities
On October 25, 2007, in Washington D.C., the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
presented the Secretary’s Highest Recognition
Award to four individuals in celebration of
National Disability Awareness Month.
The honorees included documentary
filmmakers John and Kathleen Ryan,
the brother and sister team, who created the
inspiring and motivating film, “Right to Risk,” a
documentary that accompanies eight individuals
with significant physical disabilities on a 15-day,
225-mile whitewater raft trip down the Colorado
River through Grand Canyon. “Right to Risk” is
about every individual’s right to choose what
they are willing to do and risk in pursuit of their
dreams.
At the ceremony, Acting Surgeon General Rear
Adm. Steven Galson told the audience, “Today’s
award recipients are changing the perception
and improving our understanding of persons
with disabilities. I am honored to be a part of
today’s ceremony to recognize these truly great
leaders who are working to improve the lives of
people living with disabilities.”

DEE RUNNING LAVA @ CATHARINE COOPER

The Journey
They Came Together on September 15
Full of Wonder and Awe
What Great Unknown Awaited
Down the mighty Colorado

Chuck, our fearless Leader
Each day he would explain
Our daily river schedule
The wonders yet to gain

They Came from far and Wide
From Switzerland, London and D.C.
Each with their Own Agenda
Whatever that may be

The hikes became a highlight
Each day brought something new
The daily death march taught us
Just how much we could DO

We suited up and headed off
From Lee’s Ferry to Points West
Late Instructions Still in Mind
We All Hoped for the Best

The meals they were a wonder
With Allen and the Team
How’n the Hell they’d keep it cold?
We wondered in our dreams

One –half day on river
Then into camp we sailed
Instruction on the Toilets
Then bedtime soon prevailed

The rapids were exciting
That’s Really Why we came
Every One a Challenge
Everyone They Tamed!

The first Day’s Morning Ritual….
Eggs and Bacon it Was
Then into the boats and onward
We gave it not a pause

It all came down to Lava
The big Kahuna, you see
Each boatsman after another
Nailed it, one, two, three.

The days they drifted onward
We found our own routines
Each One Helping Out Some
We Bonded As a Team

And So, we wind it up now
Sixteen Days in All
We’ve Learned a lot, we’ve grown so much
We wish the clocks would stall

Each day a new Adventure
The Canyon to explore
The more we saw, the more we yearned
We longed to see yet more

So to the gang, we give our best
We wish you happy trails
To Mike and all the team
May Your Luck Never Fail
By Steven Smith
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